Cosmic Poetry!
Use the key at the bottom of the page to fill in the blanks beneath each picture.

THE ____________ GRACING OUR COSMOS

HAVE BILLIONS AND BILLIONS OF __________

AND LOTS OF THEM SHOULD BE QUITE _________-LIKE

WITH _____________ LIKE SATURN AND MARS!

= PLANETS  = SUN

= GALAXIES  = STARS

Gee Whiz!
In 1995 astronomers first detected a planet orbiting around a distant star!

Gee Whiz!
Now we have found over 150 worlds orbiting other stars!

For more great activities, log on to: www.AlienEarths.org
Which Came First?

Number these pictures from 1-5. Start with the object that came first for human life to evolve.

A. MICROBES B. DINOSAURS C. HUMANS D. MILKY WAY E. EARTH

A ______ B ______ C _____ D ______ E ______

ANSWER: A-3, B-4, C-5, D-1, E-2

A-Maze-ing Planet

Solve the maze. Collect letters along the way to reveal the Secret Message!

Secret Message:

Gee Whiz!

Most of the planets we have found orbiting distant stars are Jupiter-sized! 1000 Earths would fit inside one of these worlds!